Voting Cytologist Professional Requirements

- Engagement in the practice of Cytology for three (3) years.
- Documented involvement in teaching of cytology
- Authorship or co-authorship of two (2) papers published in professional journals
- Faculty rank at a university.
- Occupying the position of Senior/Lead or Supervisory Cytologist or Education Coordinator.
- Membership on committees, workshop programs or scientific programs of the ASC.
- Holding or having held an office and/or position as a workshop director in a state and/or regional society.
- Attendance at two (2) meetings of the American Society of Cytopathology.
- Authorship or co-authorship of two (2) poster or platform presentations at the ASC Annual Scientific Meeting or other meetings appropriate to cytology, laboratory management or scientific investigations. Examples: ASCP/CAP, USCAP, CLMA
- Additional professional certification.
- Documented committee membership and/or in-service educational instruction within own institution.
- Documentation of participation in local/state/regional outreach programs.